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8 surrounding the shaft between the same

65

To all ? ho? ?? ??? ???????: .
the rear portion of the sleeve, a driving
Be it known that I, FRED E. BRIGHT, a and
pulley
4 being applied to the shaft for ro
citizen of the United States, residing at

the same. 5 indicates a grinding spin
Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia, tating
dle
which
extends in line with the driving 60
and State of Pennsylvania, have invented shaft and the
end of which is flexibly
certain new and useful improvements in connected withrear
the
forward
end of the shaft,
Grinding-Machines, of which the following the present instance by means
of a driving
is a specification, reference being had therein in
lug
6
on
the
shaft
engaging
in
an
open slot
to the accompanying drawing.
in
the
end
of
the
spindie,
the
arrangement,
This invention relates to machines for being such that while the rotary motion of 65
10 grinding
or performing like operations such
as finishing, polishing, etc., in which ma the shaft will be transmitted to the spindle,
chines the operating tool or wheel is carried
by a rotary spinde, my invention being di
5 rected to the means for mounting the spin
die to cause it to run true without vibra
tions, particularly under high speeds.
In accordance with my invention the

the atter Wili not be subject to the vibra

tions of the shaft.

grinding spindie is flexibly connected with a
20 rotary driving shaft in such manner as to
avoid
the transmission to the spindle of the
vibrations of the shaft, and the spindle

The grinding spindie is rotatably mounted

and Sustained wishin an extension sleeve 8, 70
comprising a rear portion 8 extending with
in the forward end of the sustaining sleeve

and a forward portion 8 which projects

forwardly
from the end of the sleeve, the ex
tension sleeve being detachably connected in

fixed relation to the sustaining sleeve by

means
of 2 claniping nut 9 screwed on the
outer end of the sustaining sleeve, and pro
vided with an inwardly extending flange 11 8.
engaging an annular outwardly projecting.

is given extended and accurate radial rotary
support by means of antifriction rolling
members surrounding the spindle arid track.
25 ing
on a surrounding relatively fixed bear shoulder 12 on the extension sleeve which
ing surface, the said parts being of such

abuts against the other end of the
form and relative arrangement that the shoulder
sustaining
sleeve.
spindie will be supported to rotate freely The extension
sleeve is provided with an
and
accurately
about
its
longitudinal
axis,
cylindrica bearing surface 13
30 and will be free from vibrations under the internal
formed on a hardened collar 14 which is
high speeds demanded in practice.
seated
within the forward portion of the ex
In the accompanying drawings:
tension sleeve and which abuts at its rear end
Fig ure 1 is a longitudina sectional elle against an inwardly extending annular
35 vatio: through the sustaining frame or shoulder 5 on said sleeve, the collar being 9.
sleeve of grinding machine, showing the fixedly held in place within the sleeve by
driving saft mounted therein, and the co
of a nat, i6 screwed in the forward
operating grinding spindle mounted in said means
end of the extension sleeve and bearing
frame in accordance with my inventioi.
against the forward end of the hardened col
40 Fig. 2 is a transverse section on the line iar. 'i'he grinding spindille extends loosely
a-a of Fig.1.
through a central opening in the nut 16 to
Fig. 3 is a similar view on the line 6-5 the
outside, where it is provided with a
of Fig. i.
grinding
tool. 1; and within the bearing
Referring to the drawings:
strface
on
the hardened collar, the grinding 0.
1 indicates a sustaining frame for giving spindie is provided
with a plurality of cir
support
to
the
rotary
parts,
which
sustain
cumferential
grooves
the present in
ing frame in the present instance is in the siance four in number, 8,in inwhich
are
form of a sustaining sleeve" which is disposed antifriction (embers in grooves
the
form
of
adapted to be fixedly sustained in the main spieres or balls 19. These balls traveling
05
58 frame of the machine in the usual and cus it the grooves in the rotation of the spindle,
tomary manner. 2 indicates a driving shaft will track on the surrounding cylindrical
extending within the sustaining sleeve and bearing surface i3 and they will act to give
mounted for rotation thereins in the present extended and accurate ladial rotary support

instance by means of 8. A Biltifriction bearing
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to the spindle while permitting the same to
accommodate itself, without binding, to any
unevenness or change in length due to ex
pansion or contraction under the influence

of heat or cold.

The position of the grinding spindle lom l
gitudinally of the extension sleeve, is con
trolled and determined by means of an anti
friction thrust bearing 20 applied to the
spindle in rear of the balls 19, and between
the spindle and the rear portion 8° of the
sleeve. This bearing is in the form of an
inner casing element 21 applied to the
spindle,
an outer casing element 22 seated
13 in the extension sieeve, and two series of
rolling members in the form of balls 23 lo
cated between the casing elements. The
inner casing element is held fixedly in posi
tion on the spindle by means of a clainping
20 nut, 24 screwed on the spindle and bearing
against the rear end of the casing elenient,
while, the outer casing element is held fix
edly in position in the extension sleeve by
means of a clamping nut 25 Screwed in tie
25 rear end of the sleeve and bearing against
said casing element, the nut 25 loosely sur
rounding the nut 24 and being provided with
an inwardly projecting annular fange 26
extending at the reall?” of the nuit :24, Rind
30 formed with a central opening which closely
surrounds the lear projecting end of the
grinding spindle. The bearing 20 with thus
receive the end thrusts of the 2. g
Spindle
exerted in both" directions indi v Lidi
35 effectively support the same in an axia ii
rection.
The sole function of the antifriction roll
ing members 19 is to give radial support to
the spindle, their capability of traveling on
s gitudinally on the smooth cylindrica bear
ing surface 13 preventing them from giving
any axial Support to the spindle, sich latter
support being taken care of wholly by the
bearing 20. By employing a plurality of
45 series of these rolling members confined in
circumferential grooves in the spindle, the
latter is given wide and extended radial Sup
port which insures trueness and accuracy in
centering and ruinning, while at the same
50 time there will be no possibility of the parts
binding in the event of a slight endwise de
flection of the spindle such as might occur
from expansion or contraction or from other
causes. In such abnormal actions of the
55 spindle the rolling members will travel ion
gitudinally along the smooth bearing surface
and the parts will in this manner accommo
date themselves without interference or
binding.
60
It will be observed that the grinding
spindle is sustained and mounted wholly
within the extension sleeve, which, latter is
in turn detachably connected with the sus
taining sleeve by the clamping nut 9 so that
by the removal of this nut the extension.

,

sleeve and the contained bearings and grind
ing spindle may be removed as a whole end

wise from the sustaining sleeve, thereby per
mitting ready access to the bearings and op

erative parts, the slotted end of the spindle 70
in this action disengaging in än endwise di
rection from the driving lug on the shaft,
in the foregoing construction and accon
panying drawings I have set forth my in
vention in the particular detailed form and
construction which grefer to adopt, it
will be manifest, however, that various
changes may be made in the details without
departing from the limits of the invention;
and further it will be understood that the 80
invention is not limited to any particular
forma or construction of the parts except in

so far as such limitations are specified in the ,
claims.
i:aving thus described my invention, 85
claim is:
1. The combination of a sustaining frame
provided with an internal cylindrical bear
ing Surface, a rotary drive shaft mounted
in said frame, a grinding spindle extending 90
within said bearing surface and flexibly con
nected with the shaft to be rotated thereby,
:'iad antifriction rolling members surround
ing the Spinde and tracking on the cylin
drical bearing surface both circumferen 5
{ia?y and axially to give radia? support
only to the spindle.
~.
3, he combination of a sustaining frame
provided with an internal bearing surface, a
rotary drive shaft mounted in said frame, a
giinding spindle extending within the bear
ing Surface and fiexibly connected with the
dive shaft. to be rotated thereby, and a plus
itality of antifriction rolling members be
tween the spindle and bearing surface and 105
giving radial Support only to the spindle,
said rolling members being confined to cir
cumferential travel on one of said parts and
being adapted to track both circumferen
0
tially and axially on the other part.
3. The combination of a sustaining frame
provided with an interna bearing surface,
a rotary shaft mounted in said frame, a
grinding spindle extending within said bear
ing surface &nd flexibly connected with the 5
shaft, to be rotated thereby, one of said parts
being provided with circumferential grooves
and the other part having a plane surface,
and a plurality of antifriction rolling mem
be's younted in said grooves in one of the 20
parts and tracking both circumferentially
and axially on the plane surface of the other
part and giving only radiai support to the
spindie.
4. the combination of Sustaining frame 25
provided with an internai cylindrical bear
ing surface, a rotary drive shaft mounted in
said frame, a grinding spindle extending
within the bearing surface and flexibly con
nected with the ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? shaft to be rotated 130
what
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3.

thereby, said spindle being provided with a the spindle and extension sleeve to give axial 35
the spindle.of a sustaining
· · · sleeve,
plurality of circumferential grooves, and SI??????
Thetocombination
antifriction rolling members located in said a rotary
drive shaft mounted therein, an ex
grooves and tracking on said bearing sur tension sleeve
having its inner end extendin
face
both
circumferentially
and
axially
and
5
the end of the sustaining sleeve an 40
giving only radial support to the spindle. within
connected therewith, the outer
5. The combination of a sustaining frame detachably
of the extension sleeve being pro
provided with an internal smooth cylindri portion
vided with an internal smooth cylindrical
cal bearing surface, a rotary drive shaft bearing
surface, a spindle extending within
mounted
therein,
a
grinding
spindle
extend
10
the extension sleeve, antifriction rolling 45
ing within the bearing surface and flexibly members
between the spindle and bearing
connected with the shaft to be rotated there
to give radial rotary support only
by, antifriction rolling members between the surface
the spindle, an antifriction bearing sur
spindle and bearing surface in position to torounding
spindle inward of said rolling
track both circumferentially and axially on members tothegive
support to the spindle, 50
the bearing surface and giving the grindin said antifrictionaxial
bearing
an in
spindle radial support only, and additional ner casing element appliedcomprising
to the spindle, an
antifriction rolling members between the outer casing element seated
in the exten
frame and spindle to give axial support to sion sleeve, and rolling members
between
20 the spindle.
said casing elements, a clamping nut screwed 55
6. The combination of a sustaining sleeve, in
the inner end of the extension sleeve and
a rotary driving shaft mounted therein, an engaging
outer casing element to hold
extension sleeve fixedly connected with the the same the
position, and a clamping nut
sustaining sleeve and provided with an in screwed onin the
spindle and engaging the
25 ternal smooth cylindrical bearing surface, a inner casing element to hold the same on
grinding spindle extending within the exten the spindle, the inner end of the spindle be 60
sion sleeve and flexibly connected with the ing extended beyond said clamping nuts and
driving shaft to be rotated thereby, anti being flexibly connected with the said drive
friction rolling members between the spindle shaft to be rotated thereby.
30 and bearing surface in position to track both
circumferentially and axially on said bear In testimony whereof, I have affixed my
ing surface and giving radial support, only signature hereto. EFRED E. BRIGHTET.
to the spindle, an? a thrust bearing between

